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 “A text out of context is a pretext” is the
slogan of all those who try and teach the
art of preaching and exegesis. It is my con-
tention that, in their original context, all
the Gospel divorce texts should be under-
stood as condemning remarriage after
divorce. The full arguments for this view
are set out in Jesus and Divorce.1  In this
article I wish to address the issue more
concisely by considering the various con-
texts in which the divorce texts may be
read: first, the broadest context, the early
church’s understanding of the gospel
texts; second, the narrower context of the
whole New Testament witness to mar-
riage; third, the context in Matthew’s gos-
pel; and finally the context of the debates
of first-century Judaism within which
Jesus was arguing. By way of a coda I shall
then consider whether the dominical
condemnation of divorce and remarriage
necessarily means that it is excluded in a
society that calls itself Christian. The anal-
ogy with Jesus’ teaching on violence does,
I shall suggest, give a model for behaviour
in a world where the new creation has
been inaugurated but is not complete.

The Early Church Context
Modern Protestants have by and large

forgotten that their forefathers, the mag-
isterial reformers, placed great store by the
interpretations of the early church. Post-
enlightenment scholarship has developed
a great hermeneutic of suspicion when it
comes to reading the church fathers: the
automatic assumption is that they have
distorted the primitive gospel and its

associated practices into a corrupt
Frühkatholismus (early Catholicism). This
was not the reformers’ view, nor of course
that of the early Christian writers them-
selves. They believed in an essential con-
tinuity between the witness of the early
church and the teaching of the New Tes-
tament. At the beginning of his Institutes

Calvin claims that if he wanted, he “could
with no trouble at all prove that the greater
part of what we are saying today meets
their (i.e. the Fathers’) approval.”2  It may
be that at last the antipatristic tide is turn-
ing, among evangelicals at least, with the
publication of the Ancient Christian Com-
mentary on Scripture, which shows how
the Fathers understood the Bible from
Genesis to Revelation.

Unfortunately the volumes on Mat-
thew are not yet published, but for those
who read French H. Crouzel, The Early

Church and Divorce offers a superb discus-
sion of the passages in the Fathers where
the gospel divorce texts are discussed. 3

To my knowledge there has been no seri-
ous attempt to refute Crouzel: even those
who do not like his conclusions accept that
it is the definitive study.4  It discusses fully
and carefully all the comments of Chris-
tian writers in the first five centuries on
this topic.

Among Greek-speaking fathers both
pre- and post-Constantine there is total
unanimity. Among the earlier group
Hermas, Justin, Athenagoras, Theophilus
of Antioch, Irenaeus, Clement of Alexan-
dria, and Origen, all explicitly condemn
remarriage after divorce or clearly presup-
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pose this view. The Constantinian settle-
ment, which made Christianity the offi-
cial religion of the empire, might have
encouraged Christian writers to identify
imperial legal practice. which permitted
divorce and remarriage, with Christian
values, but there is no sign of that hap-
pening. Later Greek theologians such as
Basil, Gregory Nazianzus, Apollinarius,
Theodore of Mopsuestia and John Chryso-
stom all maintain the traditional Christian
position that the Gospels do not permit
remarriage after divorce. They regard the
exception clause as authorizing or requir-
ing separation, not permitting remarriage
afterwards.5  That this interpretation was
the way native Greek speakers under-
stood our Lord’s teaching surely indicates
that it is the most natural interpretation.

The evidence of the Latin fathers is
equally impressive. It is also carefully and
exhaustively analysed by Crouzel. Among
those who condemn remarriage after
divorce are Tertullian, Ambrose, Innocent,
Pelagius, Jerome, and Augustine. There is
only one dissenting voice in the West, who
cannot be identified, but, because he was
once identified with Ambrose, is known
as Ambrosiaster. He wrote between 366
and 383. His views on marriage and
divorce are strongly influenced by Roman
law: for example he regards adultery by a
husband as much less serious than that of
a wife. She may separate if her husband
is unfaithful but not remarry. But when
the wife is at fault, he may remarry after
divorcing his wife. Ambrosiaster explains
the reason for this discrimination: “The
inferior cannot exercise the same law as
the superior. The man is not bound in the
same way by the law as the woman is, for
the man is the head of the woman.”6  But
as Crouzel points out this is a misapplica-
tion of Ephesians 5, which compares

Christ as head of the church to the posi-
tion of the husband as head of the house-
hold, but “this implies no inequality in
the fundamental acts of marriage and the
right that each spouse has over the body
of the other according to 1 Corinthians 7:
3–4.”7  This demonstrates how distant
Ambrosiaster is, not just from New Testa-
ment thinking, but from the general atti-
tude of the early church, which always
insisted on the duty of mutual fidelity.
Little wonder that Ambrosiaster is
totally ignored by subsequent fifth-
century Latin writers.

The witness of the early church thus
points unequivocally to a no-remarriage
understanding of the Gospel divorce texts.
Since no modern New Testament scholar
can ever hope to approach the Greek
fathers’ grasp of their mother tongue and
its nuances, one will have to have
extremely powerful arguments to show
that their understanding is not the natu-
ral understanding of the texts.

The New Testament Context
But could not all the Fathers have mis-

understood the Gospel divorce texts?
Although these writers were much closer
in time, place, language, and presupposi-
tions than the modern reader is to the
Gospel texts, they were not contemporar-
ies of the evangelists, so it is not impos-
sible that they misinterpreted Matthew.
I therefore shall now review remarks in
the epistles and other gospels to see
whether they allow remarriage after
divorce. Whether these works were writ-
ten before, at the same time as, or even
after Matthew does not seem clear to me,
but it does not really affect my argument.
They unquestionably provide a closer
context for interpreting Matthew than the
Fathers.
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Easiest to date are Paul’s epistles to the
Corinthians and to the Romans, about 55
and 57 AD respectively.8  Paul’s comments
in 1 Corinthians 7:10–11 and Romans 7:2–
3 are very explicit: “To the married I give
this charge (not I, but the Lord): the wife
should not separate from her husband
(but if she does, she should remain
unmarried or else be reconciled to her
husband), and the husband should not
divorce his wife.” Here Paul makes three
points very clearly. First, his teaching is
based on Jesus’ words: this is one of four
passages in 1 Corinthians where he explic-
itly appeals to dominical tradition to jus-
tify his instructions. Second, couples
should not divorce each other. Third, if
one does leave the other, she should not
remarry. Paul does not actually say that a
husband who divorces his wife should not
remarry, but that is surely implied. If he
should not divorce his wife, a fortiori he
should not remarry.9

Summing up the thrust of this passage
Gordon Fee writes: “there is little ques-
tion that both Paul and Jesus disallowed
divorce between two believers, especially
when it served as grounds for remar-
riage.… On the other hand … divorce may
happen…. What is not allowed is remar-
riage, both because for him that presup-
poses the teaching of Jesus that such is
adultery and because in the Christian
community reconciliation is the norm. If
the Christian husband and wife cannot be
reconciled to one another, then how can
they expect to become models of recon-
ciliation before a fractured and broken
world?”10

 If the thrust of Paul’s teaching is clear,
it is not so obvious what form of Jesus’
teaching he was appealing to. Did Paul
know the Gospel sayings about divorce
in the form we now have them in the Gos-

pels or was he appealing to some tradi-
tion independent of them? If it could be
proven that he knew the sayings in their
Gospel form, the no-remarriage view
would be home and dry. But of course this
is not so easy to demonstrate, especially
as the critical consensus is that the Syn-
optic Gospels were written after Paul’s
epistles.11  As my case at this point does
not rest on Paul knowing Matthew in its
present form, but only on the observation
that nowhere outside Matthew 19 is there
ever a hint that remarriage after divorce
might be allowed, I shall first review the
remarks in Luke and Mark. Then I shall
reopen the question of Matthew 19: could
it be that, even if Paul did not know it in
its present form, he might have known a
Jesus-tradition remarkably like it?

 Two cases are discussed in Mark and
Luke: (i) the husband who divorces and
remarries and (ii) the divorced woman
who remarries. I shall consider them in
turn. First the remarrying husband:
“Whoever divorces his wife and marries
another commits adultery against her”
(Mark 10:11); “Everyone who divorces his
wife and marries another commits adul-
tery” (Luke 16:18a). Slight differences in
wording notwithstanding both sayings
make two remarkable points. First a hus-
band can commit adultery against his own
wife: this is implied by Luke and explicit
in Mark. But under Old Testament law
adultery was committed against hus-
bands not against wives. If a married man
took a second partner in marriage or with-
out marrying her, it did not count as adul-
tery; hence the practice of polygamy was
legal. However, if a married woman had
sexual relations with anyone except her
husband, that was adultery by her and the
third party. But this saying of Jesus intro-
duces full reciprocity into marriage law:
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infidelity by a husband is just as culpable
as infidelity by a wife. The second impli-
cation of course is that polygamy is not
permitted either. Divorce was supposed
to give permission for a second union
without the stigma of adultery. But if a
second union after divorce, with the
explicit permission for remarriage it
entailed, counted as adultery according to
Jesus, how much more second or subse-
quent unions without divorce.12

However it is also important to notice
what is not said. Divorce on its own is not
equated with adultery, only divorce fol-
lowed by remarriage.

The same is true of the second half of
the statement in both gospels: “He who
marries a woman divorced from her hus-
band commits adultery” (Luke 16:18b); “If
she divorces her husband and marries
another, she commits adultery” (Mark
10:12). The Lukan form of the statement
is almost the same as Matthew 5:32b. The
Markan form is unusual in envisaging
a woman taking the initiative in divorce
proceedings, which rarely happened in
first-century Palestine.13  But what is
striking about both forms of the saying is
the implication that divorce does not
break the marriage bond, so that sexual
relations with anyone but one’s first
spouse is adultery.

According to Jewish law “the essential
formula in the bill of divorce is ‘Lo, thou
art free to marry any man.’”14  The impli-
cation of Jesus’ pronouncement is that the
essential declaration in the divorce for-
mula does not work. A woman is not free
to marry any man after divorce: if she
does, she commits adultery. In other
words she is still bound by the vow of
exclusive loyalty to her husband.

Thus the two halves of the statement
in Luke 16:18 and Mark 10:11-12 place

both partners under the same obligations
of mutual loyalty: if either husband or
wife divorces the other and remarries, he
or she commits adultery against the other
because they are both bound together as
man and wife.

The theological logic behind this posi-
tion is explained in Jesus’ debate with the
Pharisees, which immediately precedes
these remarks in Mark 10. Asked whether
divorce was legal, Jesus declared that it
contradicted God’s creative purpose that
in marriage “‘they shall become one flesh.’
So they are no longer two but one flesh.
What therefore God has joined together,
let not man separate” (Mark 10:8–9). It
is because God joins a couple together
in marriage that the human declaration,
“You are free to marry any man” has no
legal effect in God’s eyes, so that he looks
on remarriage after divorce as adultery.

But nowhere in Luke or Mark is divorce
by itself equated with adultery. “Let not
man separate” is a moral injunction like
“You shall love the LORD your God with
all your heart,” whereas “Whoever
divorces and remarries, commits adul-
tery” is case law like “Whoever sacrifices
to any god, other than the LORD alone,
shall be devoted to destruction” (Exod
22:20). There is often a big gap between
moral ideals and case law. The former
tend to express high ideals, while the lat-
ter set minimum standards of behaviour.15

I may not love my neighbour as myself,
but as long as I do not kill him, or steal
from him, the law will not interfere. There
could be a similar gap between Jesus’ “let
not man separate” and his description of
marriage after divorce as adultery. Clearly
St Paul understood there to be a differ-
ence, for while he reluctantly tolerates
separation without remarriage, he clearly
forbids the latter.
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Our interim conclusion is therefore that
in the wider New Testament context out-
side Matthew’s gospel there is no permis-
sion for remarriage after divorce. The
teaching of Jesus as reported by Mark,
Luke, and Paul is totally congruent with
the teaching of the early church on this
issue from the second to the fifth centu-
ries AD. This makes it unlikely that
Matthew’s gospel should be interpreted
differently. If it is to be dated as late as
AD 85, as often suggested, it would be
curious if its teaching on marriage differed
so radically from the NT texts that pre-
ceded it and the early church fathers that
quickly followed it. On the other hand, if
it were written much earlier as tradition
maintained, why did Paul and the other
evangelists understand Jesus’ teaching so
differently? Whatever context we prefer
for Matthew’s gospel, it is clear that the
writers closest to him in time understood
Jesus to prohibit remarriage after divorce.

But before we leave the wider context
of the New Testament as a whole, and
focus on Matthew’s gospel, I want to
revert to the possibility that St Paul may
have known Jesus’ teaching in a form
close to that found in Matthew’s gospel,
as has been argued by my brother David
in his highly acclaimed Paul: Follower of

Jesus or Founder of Christianity?16  Though
Paul rarely cites Jesus’ teaching explicitly,
my brother shows that at many points
there are very close parallels between
Jesus’ teaching and St Paul’s. These par-
allels cover topics such as the Kingdom
of God, Christology, the death of Christ,
Ethics, and the Second Coming. David
shows how St Paul does not simply
parallel the ideas of Jesus found in the
gospels, but often seems to echo their
phraseology. He therefore argues “that
there is massive evidence of Pauline

knowledge of Jesus-traditions.”17  He sug-
gests that the Jesus-traditions known to
Paul were more extensive than our present
gospels, which represent a distillation of
“fuller oral traditions (such as Paul and
others passed on).”18

Paul’s dependence on the Jesus-tradi-
tions is explicit in 1 Corinthians 7:10,
where he says “Not I, but the Lord” and
then proceeds to paraphrase Jesus’ teach-
ing found in Matthew 19:6//Mark 10:9
using the same Greek word as the Gos-
pels (chorizein). But this is not Paul’s first
apparent appeal to the Gospel divorce
texts. In 1 Corinthians 6:16 he quotes Gen-
esis 2:24 “the two will become one flesh,”
just as Jesus does in Matthew 19:5//Mark
10:8. Nor is it Paul’s last appeal, for
after discussing divorce and remarriage
he goes on to discuss celibacy (1 Cor 7:25-
27) just as Jesus does in Matthew 19:10-
12. It may be that the Corinthians already
knew of Jesus’ teaching on celibacy and
were misusing it in the cause of asceticism
as an excuse to break up their marriages.

The main evidence for this reconstruc-
tion of the background to 1 Corinthians 7
is (i) the similarity of Paul’s teaching to
what is in Matt 19:11-12; (ii) that the
teaching on celibacy is adjacent to the
teaching on divorce in both 1 Corinthians
7 and Matthew 19; and (iii) that Paul is,
by his own confession, using the Matthew
19 teaching on divorce.19

Should this reading of 1 Corinthians 7
and Matthew 19 become accepted, its con-
sequences for the interpretation of Mat-
thew 19 will be profound, for it shows that
Paul understood his Lord’s teaching on
divorce to exclude remarriage, not just in
the Markan and Lukan form but in the
Matthaean form too.
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The Context in Matthew
The idea that Matthew allows remar-

riage after divorce in some cases rests on
the interpretation of two short phrases. In
5:32 Jesus says: “everyone who divorces
his wife except on the ground of sexual

immorality (porneia), makes her commit
adultery.” In 19:9 “whoever divorces his
wife, except for sexual immorality (porneia),
and marries another commits adultery.”
The early church understood the italicised
phrases to allow separation for sexual
immorality but not remarriage.20  But from
the time of Erasmus onwards many Prot-
estants have held that the exception
clauses allow full divorce with the right
to remarry in cases where a spouse was
guilty of sexual immorality, typically adul-
tery. It is my purpose now to determine
which interpretation makes best sense
within the context of Matthew’s gospel.
Does the Erasmian view or the early
church view make best sense of the flow
of Matthew’s thought? We shall examine
the two passages in turn.

First, 5:32a “Everyone who divorces his
wife, except on the ground of sexual
immorality, makes her commit adultery.”
This saying is unusual in that it says the
act of divorce causes the woman to com-
mit adultery. And it is not clear in what
way divorce by itself can be said to cause
adultery. The likeliest explanation is that
the woman will be forced by economic or
social pressure to remarry and therefore,
because she is still bound by marriage
vows to her husband, will commit adul-
tery against him.21  But this is a side issue.
The real point is that the husband who
initiates the divorce has thereby himself
caused the seventh commandment to be
broken. All the blame is transferred to the
man.

This is of a piece with the rest of Jesus’

exposition of the commandment at this
point in the Sermon. Contrary to much
Jewish thinking, which tended to blame
women for sexual sins, Jesus focuses all
his attention on the male and the steps
men must take to avoid falling into temp-
tation. It is the man who looks at a woman
lustfully in v. 28. It is the man who must
tear out his right eye or cut off his right
hand in vv. 29-30. It is the man who causes
the woman to commit adultery in v. 32a
or commits adultery himself in v. 32b.

Not only is the focus on the man in this
section, but there is a progression in the
seriousness of the man’s sin. It begins in
the man’s mind, “adultery in the heart,”
develops in his eyes, and then his hand.
Next it becomes adultery by proxy (“make
her commit adultery”), and finally he
commits adultery himself by marrying a
divorced woman.22

Within this context the exception clause
simply notes that should a wife have
already committed adultery herself (the
most likely form of sexual immorality in
this context), her husband can hardly be
said to have made her commit adultery,
when under current Roman and Jewish
law he was compelled to divorce her for
her action. There is no suggestion here that
by divorcing her for sexual immorality a
husband gains the right to marry again.
That is simply not in the frame of discus-
sion here. The most that Erasmians can
claim is that this text leaves open the
possibility that an innocent husband may
remarry. This text certainly does not
authorize remarriage in such circum-
stances. All it says is that divorcing an
adulterous wife cannot be construed as
making her commit adultery.

On the other hand, the whole tenor of
the passage suggests that an Erasmian
interpretation is wrong. The point Jesus
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is focussing on is the man’s responsibility
to be loyal to his wife: men must make
every effort to avoid transgressing the
commandment even in their thought life.
To introduce the thought of remarriage in
v. 32a, where the central concern is to pro-
hibit men from even divorcing their
wives, is surely most unlikely. It becomes
even more unlikely when we reach v. 32b
where marrying any divorced woman is
the climax of Jesus’ exposition of the sev-
enth commandment’s implications. Con-
textually, therefore, a reading that allows
for remarriage after some divorces in 32a
misses both the central thrust of this sec-
tion (its focus on male waywardness) and
the way it builds to its climax in 32b.

Remarriage readings also lead to an
illogicality in verse 32.23  They could also
be said to offer a perverse incentive to
sexual immorality. For if the only circum-
stance in which someone is free to remarry
is when the spouse has committed adul-
tery, one could envisage a partner in a
desperate marriage encouraging the other
to commit adultery just in order to ensure
freedom to remarry instead of mere sepa-
ration. But this type of casuistry seems far
removed from Jesus’ approach in this pas-
sage. In context he is condemning every
kind of infidelity, not providing excuses
for remarriage.

This reading of Matthew 5:32 suggests
that far from giving an escape clause from
Jesus’ condemnation of remarriage found
in the other Gospels, Matthew could be
underlining the strictness of Jesus’ teach-
ing against divorce itself. According to
Matthew 5:32b (whoever marries a
divorced woman commits adultery),
Mark 10:11-12 (whoever divorces ... and
marries another commits adultery), and
Luke 16:18 (everyone who divorces and
marries another commits adultery), it is

divorce followed by the act of marriage
that is equivalent to adultery. But accord-
ing to Matthew 5:32 (everyone who
divorces his wife ... makes her commit
adultery) divorce by itself can lead to the
breaking of the seventh commandment.
As we have noted the exception clause
exonerates the divorcing spouse from this
charge where the partner has already been
unfaithful, but we should not miss the
point that in other cases of divorce, e.g.,
on grounds of incompatibility, the initia-
tor of divorce is charged with breaking the
seventh commandment. This is not sug-
gested in Mark or Luke. This is what
makes Matthew look stricter than the
other Synoptics.24

I would therefore sum up Matthew’s
version of Jesus’ words in three state-
ments:

1. Divorce + remarriage = adultery
(5: 32b cf Mark 10:11-12; Luke 16:18)
2. Divorce alone (except for porneia)
= adultery (5: 32a)
These two statements can be com-
bined into:
3. Divorce (except for porneia) +
remarriage = adultery (19:9).

Statement 3 is an elliptical summary of
statements 1 and 2, or at least is the way a
reader who has absorbed the significance
of 5: 32 could abbreviate them. I now wish
to argue that this is the sense that best fits
19:9 contextually, “whoever divorces his
wife, except for porneia, and marries
another, commits adultery.”

In interpreting Matthew 19:9 it is again
very important to read it in context. It
comes in the course of a debate with the
Pharisees about the justification for
divorce. “Pharisees came up to him and
tested him by asking, ‘Is it lawful to
divorce one’s wife for any cause?’” This
is slightly different from the way Mark
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phrases the Pharisaic question: “‘Is it
lawful for a man to divorce his wife’”
(Mark 10:3). Matthew clearly situates the
debate in the context of intra-Jewish dis-
putes about reasons for divorce, whereas
Mark simplifies the debate to bring out
the essence of the dispute for Gentile read-
ers. In Matthew 19:3 Jesus is asked to say
on whose side he is when it comes to
allowing for divorce: does he agree with
the conservative Shammaites, who al-
lowed divorce on very few grounds, or
with the liberal Hillelites?

The debate (19:3–12) is typical of many
in the Gospels:25  (i) someone asks a ques-
tion; (ii) Jesus attacks the very foundations
of his opponents’ position; (iii) his oppo-
nents counterattack by raising objections
from Scripture to his views; (iv) Jesus dis-
misses these objections; (v) frequently the
disciples interject their difficulties about
Jesus’ teaching; and (vi) Jesus reaffirms his
own position and challenges his disciples
to have faith and accept it.

This is the pattern in 19:16–30:

(i) Rich Man: What good deed must
I do to have eternal life? (v. 16);
(ii) Jesus: Why do you ask me about
what is good? Keep the command-
ments (v. 17);
(iii) Rich Man: Which ones? (v. 18)
What do I still lack? (v. 20);
(iv) Jesus: Go sell what you possess;
(v. 21). It is easier for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle than for
a rich person to enter the kingdom
of God (v. 24);
(v) Disciples: Who then can be
saved? (v. 25); and
(vi) Jesus: With man this is impos-
sible, but with God all things are
possible (v. 26).

 The divorce debate just a few verses
earlier follows the same pattern:

(i) Pharisees: Is it lawful to divorce
one’s wife for any cause? (v. 3);

(ii) Jesus: Have you not read...? What
God has joined together, let not man
separate (vv. 4–6);
(iii) Pharisees: Why then did
Moses....? (v. 7);
(iv) Jesus: Because of your hardness
of heart ... whoever divorces ... com-
mits adultery (vv. 8–9);
(v) Disciples: If such is the case ... it
is better not to marry (v. 10); and
(vi) Jesus: Not everyone can receive
this saying, but only those to whom
it is given.... Let the one who is able
to receive this receive it (vv. 11–12).

The most important point to grasp
about this pattern is that Jesus does not
back down or make concessions to the
original questioner or the disciples when
they object to his teaching. Instead he
enlarges on his original point or restates
it in a vivid way and challenges his hear-
ers to have faith to accept his teaching.

It is this context within the standard
pattern of Jesus’ confrontation with oppo-
nents that makes the Erasmian inter-
pretation of 19:9 so unlikely. For this
interpretation allowing divorce and
remarriage for porneia makes Jesus agree
with one side in the Pharisaic debate. But
the whole thrust of his teaching up to this
point has been that divorce is contrary to
God’s creation purposes. When first asked
what reasons justify divorce he said:
“Have you not read that he who created
them ... said ... ‘they shall become one
flesh’? So they are no longer two but one
flesh. What therefore God has joined
together, let not man separate.”

The Pharisees correctly read this as a
rejection of their concept of divorce, so
they counterattack by quoting Deuter-
onomy 24:1 against him: “Why then did
Moses command one to give a certificate
of divorce and send her away?”

We should now expect to Jesus to
reject the Pharisaic position and reaffirm
his own teaching. The early church inter-
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pretation, which we argued above was the
natural way to understand Matthew 5:32,
fits this entirely. By ruling out remarriage
entirely, and only permitting divorce, i.e.,
separation for porneia, Jesus does show
that his views are quite different from both
the Pharisaic positions. This view also
explains the disciples’ objection in v. 10,
“If such is the case of a man with a wife, it
is better not to marry.”

But the Erasmian view, which permits
remarriage in cases of divorce for porneia,
just does not fit. David Catchpole sets out
the issues very sharply, and because he
assumes an Erasmian view, blames Mat-
thew for making a real hash of Mark’s
“consistent, logical and consecutive”26

account in 10:2-9. He sees Matthew zig-
zagging between the Markan Jesus’ no
remarriage view and Matthew’s divorce
and remarriage view. In Matthew 19:4–
6, 8 Jesus adopts “a position of extreme
rigour” but this is “decisively modified”
in v. 9, “so that in a discussion about the
Hillelite view Jesus ultimately comes
down on the side of Shammai.”27  He
quotes Merkel, who says, “In Matthew’s
view Jesus is only a Pharisaic scribe.”28

As if this were not enough to demon-
strate the implausibility of the Erasmian
view, which permits remarriage, Catch-
pole proceeds to accuse Matthew of yet
more non sequiturs in the verses that fol-
low. He points out that v. 9, as he inter-
prets it, gives no reason for the disciples’
objection in v. 10: “If such is the case of a
man with his wife, it is better not to
marry.” Catchpole comments: “Nothing
in verses 3–9 contains the slightest hint
that avoidance of marriage is the best
policy: indeed there is nothing which
might give grounds for misunderstand-
ing.... Since even the rigorous Shammaite
view of divorce belongs inside a context

where marriage is regarded as thoroughly
necessary and normal, the disciples’
reaction in verse 10 is not coherent. So yet
more evidence suggests that Matthew’s
account is somewhat dislocated.”29

Catchpole’s careful reading of the text
and his candid admission of the difficul-
ties an Erasmian interpretation poses is to
be applauded. But surely an interpretation
that does not force us to conclude that
Matthew is illogical, incoherent, and dis-
located is preferable? The early church
interpretation avoids all these problems.
There are no self-contradictions within
Matthew 19, no clashes with Mark 10, and
contextually the debate builds to a cre-
scendo with Jesus trouncing the Pharisees
and challenging his disciples to accept his
teaching. As Quesnell (whose article
rightly detects the relationship between
Matt 19:10-12 with the preceding section)
notes, “The whole thrust of the passage
has been toward building up the greatness
and sanctity before God of monogamous
marriage, the importance of the bond
between spouses, as an expression of the
divine will for man from the beginning.
Then in verse 10 the disciples reject this
picture of life utterly.”30  “If such is the case
of a man with his wife, it is better not to
marry.”

Jesus’ response should not be read as a
concession to the disciples, as it would be
if vv. 10–12 were simply a call to celibacy.
This is the way many commentators and
Gospel critics have read it. Such a read-
ing would be totally out of character in
Matthew’s Gospel. “The ordinary func-
tion of the disciples’ speeches in the gos-
pels is to ask questions, to misunderstand
or object, or simply to advance the action
dramatically. They do not enunciate the
Christian ideal for life. Their objections are
not accepted and confirmed by the Mas-
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ter, but are refuted, or made the occasion
for stronger restatements of the original
teaching.”31

Rather these verses are “a challenging
formulation of the state of a man whose
wife has been put away (set loose) on
account of porneia.”32  He may not remarry,
so in a sense he is like others who do not
marry, those born eunuchs and those
made eunuchs by men. “Having rebuffed
the disciples’ attack in characteristic
fashion—with a rebuke to them for lack
of faith necessary to receive the difficult
word Jesus repeats the call to understand-
ing: He who can grasp it, let him grasp
it.”33  Similar calls for faith are found in
Matthew 13:9: “He who has ears, let him
hear” and Mark 4:9. Read this way Mat-
thew 19:3–12 is coherent and logical,
building to a climax in the fashion typical
of Jesus’ disputes with his opponents.
There is no need to suppose clumsy edit-
ing by the evangelist or Jesus recanting in
the face of opposition. These claims are
based on misunderstanding Matthew 19:9
as allowing remarriage after divorce.
Within the context of Matthew’s Gospel,
let alone the rest of the New Testament
and the witness of the early church, this
is a most improbable interpretation.

The Context within Judaism
Finally we turn to the context of the life

of Jesus and his teaching within the set-
ting of first-century Judaism. We have
already discussed this in passing as we
looked at the other contexts, and it is dis-
cussed more fully in Jesus and Divorce. I
am not sure whether to describe the ar-
gument based on the Jewish context as a
red herring or an old chestnut! Certainly
I think we should be very cautious about
claims to reconstruct a picture of the his-
torical Jesus that conflicts with the por-

traits of the canonical Jesus given by the
evangelists. Too often, as Schweitzer
pointed out long ago, the reconstructions
of the historical Jesus and his teaching
tend to be little more than scholars seeing
their own face at the bottom of the well
and supposing it is Christ’s. In this case it
seems to me quite clear what Paul, Mark
and Matthew understood by Jesus’ teach-
ing, so I am loath to conclude that mod-
ern scholars really understand it better.

The argument from the Jewish context
is quite simple. All Jews in the first cen-
tury permitted divorce in certain cases,
and a Jewish divorce always entailed
the right to remarry. Therefore any Jew-
ish reader of the New Testament would
understand that when divorce was men-
tioned it included the right to remarry.34

Now no one would dispute that Jews,
Greeks, and Romans in the first century
assumed that a divorce entitled one to
remarry. It is plain too that the Old Testa-
ment tolerates divorce with the right to
remarriage, though it also quite clearly
does not like it. But full divorce was cer-
tainly legal. But does that mean Jesus must
have thought the same? Could he not have
taught something different from first-
century Jews? For this is basically what is
being said: when Jesus used the word
“divorce” (apolyein) he must have been
using it in the sense that contemporary
Jews used it.

This seems implausible to me for three
main reasons. First, Christian readers
(even form-critics with their criterion of
dissimilarity) have always supposed that
at some points at least Jesus did disagree
with contemporary Jews. Why are there
all the dispute stories in the Gospels if
Jesus only taught what his contemporar-
ies believed?

 Second, it is clear that the Pharisees
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expected him to disagree with them about
divorce. As both Matthew and Mark
observe, the Pharisees came to test him
(Matt 19:3; Mark 10:2). This is one of sev-
eral episodes in which Jewish leaders
come to debate political or theological
issues with Jesus to make his heretical
views public (Matt 16:1; 21:23; 22:15, 23,
34). They were out to prove that he dis-
agreed with their interpretation of the law
of the Old Testament. But if the divorce-
with-remarriage view is correct, Jesus is
just another Shammaite Pharisee, as
Goulder puts it: “the radical Jesus disap-
pears in qualifying phrases, and emerges
as a rabbi of the school of Shammai.”35

Third, it is a recognised principle of lin-
guistics that the precise sense of a word
does not exist in the word alone, but in
the utterances in which it is embedded.
So it is quite unwarranted to argue that
because apolyein means “to divorce” (per-
mitting remarriage) in the mouth of the
Pharisees, it cannot mean “to separate”
(without remarrying) in the mouth of
Jesus.36  It is the context that must decide
the exact nuance in each case. I have
already given my reasons for believing
that when Jesus talks of apolyein he is talk-
ing merely of separation without the right
to remarry: it is the only sense that fits the
context.

But there is a final consideration. Even
the Erasmians who hold that Jesus did
allow remarriage after divorce for porneia

admit that according to Jesus apolyein

did not always allow remarriage after
divorce.37  Basically they break down Mat-
thew 19:9 into two cases: (i) whoever
divorces his wife and marries another
commits adultery; and (ii) whoever
divorces his wife in the case of porneia and
marries another does not commit adultery.

In the second case the divorce is full

and proper because remarriage does not
count as adultery. However in the first
case, not even the husband is free to
remarry without committing adultery. In
other words the legal form of divorce does
not give the right to remarriage. So we
ought to render the first case: whoever
separates from his wife and marries
another commits adultery. One might well
argue that it is awkward to say the least
to have Jesus using apolyein in two differ-
ent senses simultaneously, and that this
is another argument against the Erasmian
interpretation:38  the early church view is
free from this problem for when Jesus uses
the word apolyein it always means “sepa-
rate from.” But that is not my main point.
It is that the Erasmians must admit that
Jesus is using apolyein in a different sense
from his Jewish opponents. As Erasmians
do allow that Jesus taught that divorce in
non-porneia cases is adulterous, they are
saying that this is not real divorce but
merely separation.

Finally if we admit that Jesus is using
apolyein in a different sense from the Phari-
sees, that he meant “separate” but they
meant “divorce,” is this not to accuse him
or Matthew at least of being obscure? Not
at all. It is a great example of Jesus’ verbal
dexterity. It demonstrates his command of
language and the debate. No one can read
the Gospels without being amazed at his
vivid and striking use of language. He
takes up old terms and gives them new
meanings. Dupont notes that in another
dispute with the Pharisees about purity
Jesus does just the same sort of thing.39

They follow the Old Testament law that
says what you eat and touch makes you
unclean, but Jesus says: “It is not what
goes into the mouth that defiles a person,
but what comes out” (Matt 15:1–20). Jesus
takes familiar Jewish terminology and fills
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it with new meaning. He does the same
when discussing divorce.

My brother David observed that this
type of quip or pun is entirely character-
istic of Jesus’ teaching, both in John’s gos-
pel and the Synoptics.40  Talking with
Nicodemus Jesus reinterprets what being
“born again” means, with the woman of
Samaria the meaning of “living water,”
and with the Pharisees the meaning of
“blindness” (John 3:3–7; 4:10 –14; 9:38–41).

The Synoptic Gospels often show Jesus
picking up a term used by someone else
and giving it a different meaning. Jesus
“was told, ‘Your mother and your broth-
ers are standing outside, desiring to see
you.’ But he answered them, ‘My mother
and my brothers are those who hear the
word of God and do it’” (Luke 8:20–21;
cf. Matt 12:46–50; Mark 3:32–35). At his
trial and on the cross he was accused of
saying, “I am able to destroy the temple
of God, and to rebuild it in three days”
(Matt 26:61; 27:40; Mark 14:58; 15:29). John
2:21 explains what Jesus meant: “He was
speaking about the temple of his body.”

When children were brought to Jesus,
he speaks first of children and then of
“little ones.” It would be easy to equate
the two, but more careful reading shows
“little ones” are not necessarily youngsters
but humble believers (Matt 18:5–6; Mark
9:42). Finally one could argue that Jesus
enjoyed this sort of quip from an early age!
Having at last found him in the temple
Mary scolds him: “Behold, your father and
I have been looking for you in great dis-
tress.” He replies: “Did you not know that
I must be in my Father’s house?” (Luke
2:48–49). In the light of these examples it
could be argued that it would be strange
if Jesus had not used apolyein, “divorce,”
in a different sense from his opponents.

Thus all four contexts in which we can

read the teaching of Jesus on divorce and
remarriage point in the same direction:
separation was allowed for porneia, i.e., in
situations where Jewish and Roman law
required divorce for sexual immorality,
but remarriage was never approved. No
one, not even ardent defenders of the
Erasmian view, contests that the early
church held this view. But if one holds that
the Erasmian view is the original sense of
Jesus’ teaching, it becomes a great mys-
tery how the early church came to hold
the view that remarriage after divorce was
wrong. Second-century Christians would
have had both apostolic tradition and non-
Christian practice endorsing the right to
remarriage. What on earth could have
persuaded the whole church to adopt the
strict discipline of no remarriage after
divorce? This was no minor adjustment
to doctrine or ethics. It potentially affected
the life style of every member of the
church and every potential convert. It
does not seem likely that it could simply
be based on the ignorance of Gentiles
reading the Gospels, who did not know
Jewish customs that divorce entailed the
right to remarry.41  For similar principles
prevailed elsewhere in the Roman Empire:
divorce allowed you to remarry. So why
should second-century Christians sud-
denly have started reading the Gospels in
a way that was contrary both to contem-
porary custom and the traditions that they
had inherited from the apostolic age?
I find this scenario historically most
implausible. With St. Paul, St. Mark, and
St. Matthew I believe that only our Lord
could have persuaded his followers to
make this immense change in marriage
discipline and break with both Jewish and
classical tradition.
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Final Reflections
Although this essay has concentrated

on showing that the New Testament
nowhere approves of remarriage after
divorce, we must not miss the very posi-
tive context in which this new teaching is
given. This new approach to marriage is
possible because Christ has initiated the
new creation:

By quoting Genesis 1:27 and 2:24 to
undermine Deuteronomy 24:1–3,
Jesus was in fact making it clear that
the story to which he was obedient
was that in which Israel was called
by YHWH to restore humankind
and the world to his original inten-
tion ... the last days must fulfil the
creator’s intention.... (Jesus) believed
himself to be inaugurating the great
time of renewal spoken of in the
prophets, when the law would be
written on the heart’s of YHWH’s
people.42

The church is the place where the prin-
ciples of the new creation should be lived
out. In similar fashion Jesus instructs his
disciples to practice forgiveness and avoid
violence as befits the messianic age, when
the wolf will lie down with the lamb.

Though Jesus inaugurated the new
creation at his first coming, it will not,
however, be perfected until his second
coming. This makes the “last days,” the
time between the first and second advents,
much more like the Old Testament era
than we often recognize.43  The Old Testa-
ment looks forward to the fulfilment of
the promises of a new covenant, a new
David, and a new creation. It views the
laws as setting a floor for behaviour, not
establishing the ideals for human society.
Genesis 1–2 portrays creation as it ought
to be, with harmony reigning between
man and God, man and wife, man and the
animals. This is the goal for which the
prophets yearn and which Jesus proclaims

has begun to be fulfilled in the kingdom
that he has brought.

The Old Testament tells how the first
creation fell, and life as we now know it
began. Disobedience, dissension, and vio-
lence replace obedience, harmony and
peace. The flood is sent because the earth
was full of violence (Gen 6:11, 13). And
after the flood laws are introduced to stop
mankind from destroying itself with
unbridled violence. “Whoever sheds the
blood of man, by man shall his blood be
shed” (Gen 9:6). Yet despite authorizing
the death penalty for murder, the Old Tes-
tament regards even the killing of the
guilty as somehow polluting the execu-
tioner. The Israelites need cleansing after
slaying the Midianites in a war the LORD
told them to undertake (Num 31:2–20).
David was forbidden to build the temple
because he had shed too much blood
(1 Chron 22:8–9).

It looks as though the Old Testament
has a similar ambivalence towards mari-
tal failure. Genesis 2 sets out the ideal of
life-long harmonious monogamy. Much of
the rest of Genesis illustrates the sorrows
of bigamy. Yet the law certainly envisages
the possibility of divorce, as is inevitable
in a world where dissension and violence
are ever liable to break out. Like capital
punishment divorce may be necessary in
a sinful world. It is provided for the
hardness of the human heart. Like capital
punishment divorce can curb even worse
excesses. But neither is desirable.

This Old Testament situation still pre-
vails in society at large, and so its provi-
sions are still very relevant today. We need
police and armies to counter violence. We
need divorce to deal with marital break-
down. But what about the church? Is it
living in the new creation or the old? How
far do Old Testament principles apply in
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church life? The church of course is
supposed to demonstrate the life of the
new creation and be full of love, joy, and
peace. Regrettably sanctification is not
completed by conversion, nor even later
in life! So the Old Testament situation
often reproduces itself in the life of the
individual believer and the church at
large. And this applies to marriages as
well as other relationships. I am therefore
led to conclude that sometimes the church
may with a heavy heart have to sanction
divorce among its own members, and
exceptionally as some bishops in Origen’s
day did, even tolerate remarriage “to
avoid worse evils.” But like Origen we
should not fail to point out that it is con-
trary to our Lord’s teaching.44

We should remind people that it is not
just in marriage that the Christian is called
to demonstrate the love of Christ for the
church, but that the divorcee can show
that love even more poignantly.

A married person as a Christian is
called on in faith to express before
the world God’s love in its aspect of
forgiveness. This is the same love
which was preached through the OT
figures of love and marriage too.
Hosea and his “wife of prostitution”
(Hos 1–3): Ezechiel and harlot Judah
(Ezek 16); Malachi and “I hate di-
vorce” (Mal 2:10–16). The Christian’s
love for the person to whom he has
committed himself is called on to
remain faithful even when rejected;
and to pursue relentlessly, power-
fully, sweetly, even when its object
flees it—as men did God’s.45
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